
ESSAY ABOUT MOTHER EARTH 20 YEARS FROM NOW

Free Essay: Let's save our 'Mother Earth' It is the only planet in our solar So, now it's our time to save our planet from
the challenges which are which is observed in the month of March every year in which people all over.

While Tastykakes is a regional treat that can be found in every Pennsylvania grocery store and gas station, the
Coca-Cola logo stands as a world wide symbol recognized in Egypt, France and almost in every country.
Young children are encouraged to help save mother earth by engaging in various habits that promote
eco-friendly techniques. My older sister, Row; my mom; my two cousins, Sarah and Ava, and their mothers; a
family friend, Bev; and a girl we just happen to pick up on the side of the road, oh I forget her name lets just
call her That Girl. Rocket fuel, fertilizer, baby bottles, lawn chairs: we made everything and anything out of
oil and could never get enough of it. They never see the chemical constituents of that particular cleanser which
can be very destructive to the water, soil and air. This essay will review the research done by Griffin Pierce
and other anthropologists she cites in her attempt to inform readers about the Navajo tribe. Her real name is
Ganxhe Agnes Bojaxhiu but most people call her Agnes. As the family turns the final bend, the silhouette of
the vehicle comes into view, as well a group of opposition She was born in August 26  What are the rights of
animals, birds, insects and other living things? Both face distinct challenges in terms of growth, and both are
on precipice of change. If we have to start relying heavily on pesticides to produce foods it could easily get in
to the population water supply, in turn killing many more people. It is the only known planet where the
combination of most essential natural resources oxygen, water and gravity is found which makes the
possibility of successful life here. Our environment is totally polluted: we drink polluted water, inhale air full
of dust, and eat food with traces of pesticides and other toxic chemicals. If we do not do something to change
this, not even humans will be able to live in cities, let alone other creatures. Forests give us oxygen, food,
shelter, medicines, fuel, and furniture. But rapid growth of population on earth consume too much of these
resources that resulted into serious damage. I was born in Togo where there is little chance to achieve a dream,
not knowing that statement was influenced through the words of my parent. But we overpowered many
species and killed them for our use. I promise. Don't allow anyone to cut trees. So, we should not be selfish
and think about all the living species on the earth. The result of this international conference was a program
labeled "Agenda  Conclusion Government has taken various effective steps regarding save earth, save life and
save earth, save environment in order to continue the healthy life on the earth. Earth is the most important
source of all the basic elements required to keep us alive. That was crazy and wasteful. Solutions to
environmental problems are not impossible for superior creatures like humans, if they are committed. Denver
is found to have five times higher emissions than any other city in the United States, including New York
City. A caring young boy with a bright future set flight to the land of opportunity, freedom, and education.
Both are well-known for their involvement worldwide. Newscasts give the latest word on how quickly earth is
losing its protective shirld and warming up. Ever since then, I have been very concerned with environmental
protection. As a matter of fact, these animals, birds, and insects have actually built a better environment for us,
provided us with so many things: they are not just creatures, but the real creators of nature. The end of gas and
oil will come, it is inevitable, with the amount of oil being consumed all over the world added to the fact that
the population is still increasing rapidly, we will end up sucking up all the oil the world has to offer It will take
global action by governments, on a war footing, to change the habits and beliefs and technologies that cause
civilizations to emit greenhouse gases. We treated it, instead, as if it were merely useful. No doubt there will
be some left and perhaps you can get around the fact that what remains is already distant, dirty, and dangerous,
but the low-hanging fruit will be long-gone by the time you are my age. It makes sense, in saving mother
earth, to reuse her resources as much as possible. Set in during the period of imperial Dutch domination over
all aspects of Javan life, the novel provides a clear image of the political and social struggles of a subjugated
people through the point of view of a maturing youth.


